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Abstract. Due to inherent delays and performance costs, the decision
point in a distributed multi-authority Attribute-Based Access Control
(ABAC) system is exposed to the risk of relying on outdated attribute
values and policy; which is the safety and consistency problem. This pa-
per formally characterizes three increasingly strong levels of consistency
to restrict this exposure. Notably, we recognize the concept of refreshing
attribute values rather than simply checking the revocation status, as
in traditional approaches. Refresh replaces an older value with a newer
one, while revoke simply invalidates the old value. Our lowest consistency
level starts from the highest level in prior revocation-based work by Lee
and Winslett (LW). Our two higher levels utilize the concept of request
time which is absent in LW. For each of our levels we formally show that
using refresh instead of revocation provides added safety and availability.
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1 Introduction

In Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC), access decisions are made based on
attribute values of subjects, objects and environment with respect to a given
policy. Attribute values for subjects and objects are typically provisioned by an
Attribute Authority (AA) and presented in credentials as name, value pairs. A
credential must be trustworthy, perhaps by a cryptographic signature or trusted
delivery. Attribute values are susceptible to change. Ideally the decision point
should know real-time values, which is practically impossible due to inherent
delays of distributed systems and performance costs. This can lead to granting
access when it should be denied (safety violation) or denying access when it
should be granted (availability violation). The longer the gap between updates
of credentials, the higher the risk of relying on stale attribute values.

In this paper we formally characterize three increasingly strong levels of con-
sistency to restrict the exposure of the decision point to stale attribute values. For
simplicity, we develop our formalism based on changing subject attribute values.
Extension to changing object and environment attribute values is straightfor-
ward. Extension to policy changes is more subtle. Policy changes may require



additional credentials come into play. While acquiring these additional creden-
tials the policy may change again. In principle, this could lead to an infinite
regress. In practice such an infinite regress is unlikely. Policies composed of mul-
tiple sub-policies specified by different authorities also raise issues of policy con-
flicts [5, 17]. A formal treatment of policy changes is beyond our scope.

The closest prior work is by Lee and Winslett (LW) [15, 16]. Our paper is
inspired by LW but presents a completely new perspective by considering refresh
instead of revocation. We build our levels on top of the highest consistency level
of LW, recasting it in the refresh framework. Taking request time into account,
we propose two higher consistency levels not available in LW.

Our main contribution is to develop a formal framework for safety, availability
and consistency problems of ABAC systems, via introducing the refresh scenario
instead of the traditional revocation check. As we will show, this enhanced possi-
bility of getting a new value rather than an invalid response enhances safety and
availability. We also define the concept of being satisfactory for an attribute
value with respect to a policy, which is first introduced in our work to the best
of our knowledge. Relying on the history of satisfactory attribute values, we
introduce additional flexibility to grant access to authorized users.

The paper is organized as follows. A review of related work and a comparison
to LW is given in Section 2. Section 3 documents our system model and assump-
tions. The formalism of our consistency levels along with guaranteed properties
by each specification is given in Section 4. Limitations and practical implications
are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

There is a rich body of research work on consistency in distributed systems [1,
2, 8, 20, 24]. Many access control models are not completely compatible with
distributed systems in that they are not deployed for such systems in the first
place [10]. ABAC is well adjusted to distributed environments due to its flexibil-
ity and granularity. In this paper, we consider an ABAC model to be in place and
define consistency as communicating credentials’ updates as quickly as possible
to the decision point. To the best of our knowledge there is very limited directly
related research in this arena. Especially there is no work done toward utilizing
the refresh operation to obtain recent information.

The closest to our research is LW in trust negotiation environments [14–16].
Another closely related research is on stale-safety which tries to safely useis stale
attributes [12, 13]. Although the problem is similar, it mainly differs from our
work since it has been applied in a non-ABAC, single authority environment.
Policy staleness of cloud transactions proposed in [11].

Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption [3, 4] is broadly applicable in
decentralized multi-authority environments, but presents challenge to handle
attribute revocation [22,26–28]. Moreover, it imposes a heavy performance bur-
den which makes it impractical [6]. There are other researches concerning the
policy consistency in distributed environments [6, 11, 18, 29] focusing on cloud



Fig. 1. (a) LW Revocation-Based Levels [15, 16] (b) Our Refresh-Based Levels

environments. In this paper, policy assumed to be known with high assurance.
There are research works utilizing revocation in authenticated dynamic dictio-
naries [7,21,25], which enable dissemination of information from a secure central
repository to multiple recepients.

Comparison to LW Model LW presented the first organized work on consis-
tency in trust negotiation systems. They proposed four consistency levels based
on timeliness of credentials revocation checks. In common with our model they
considered every credential to have its lifetime specified by start time and end
time. While all levels in LW model utilize the notion of receive time of creden-
tials, we are agnostic to it. We consider decision time as central and utilize it
explicitly in all levels, whereas in LW it is explicit only in top two levels. Revo-
cation check in LW is replaced with refresh in our model, as will be discussed
in next section. An alternate formulation of LW without use of receive time is
given in [23], which includes an additional level based on request time.

Figure 1-(a) shows the levels in LW which are partially ordered. We do not
recommend using incremental and internal levels since in both cases decision
point may use a credential which is known to be expired or revoked. Our proposed
levels are shown in Figure 1-(b) with a total order among levels. We set LW’s
highest level as the base level in our definitions. By taking request time into
account, we propose two additional stronger levels of consistency. We provide
further availability in our model by letting the decision point consider valid
authorization should the current and cached values of relevant credentials be
satisfactory, as defined in following sections.

3 System Model and Assumptions

We assume an ABAC authorization system in a distributed multi-authority en-
vironment. For a particular access request, there is a single decision point which
determines whether or not the access is allowed by the access control policy based
on attribute values. For convenience we use the terms attribute and attribute
value interchangeably. The main focus of this paper is to limit the exposure
of the decision point to outdated attributes by enforcing timeliness of checking
subjects’ attributes freshness.



Fig. 2. (a) Revocation vs. Refresh (b) Comparing Grant vs. Deny

Table 1. Summary Table of Symbols

Symbol Meaning

treq request time
td decision time

ci ithcredential
tirevoc actual revocation time of ci (the AA always knows this time)
tiref,k time of k-th refresh of ci
tistart,k attribute start time of ci after k-th refresh
tiend,k attribute expiration time of ci after k-th refresh
kmax(t) latest refresh of ci before time t (ci is determined by context)
valikmax(t) the value of ci after kmax(t)-th refresh

tiref,kmax(t) time of kmax(t)-th refresh of ci
tistart,kmax(t) attribute start time of ci after kmax(t)-th refresh

tiend,kmax(t) attribute expiration time of ci after kmax(t)-th refresh

3.1 Refresh vs. Revocation

Subject attributes might change during credential lifetime. A change could be
a new value, a new lifetime or a premature revocation. In all cases the decision
point needs to be updated about the latest changes of the attribute through ei-
ther revocation or refresh. In revocation, AA would represent the current status
of the credential as either Valid (no change) or Invalid (otherwise). However,
with refresh AA can indicate the credential’s status as Still-Good, New-Value
or Invalid. Still-Good and Invalid correspond to Valid or Invalid in re-
vocation scenario. New-Value reflects any change in credential’s start time, end
time or new value. So, Invalid status in revocation splits in two possibilities of
Invalid and New-Value in refresh (see Figure 2-a). Thereby, refresh can allow
more accesses than revoke and deny fewer accesses (see Figure 2-b).

Refresh function is defined as follows. T is the set of possible time stamps and
C represents the set of all credentials in the system. Table 1 defines the symbols



used in this definition and throughout the paper.

Refresh : C × T → {Invalid ,Still -Good ,New -Value} (1)

Refresh(ci, t) =



Invalid ⇐⇒ (t ≥ t
i
end,kmax(t)) ∨ (t ≥ t

i
revoc)

New-V alue ⇐⇒ (t
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Following example highlights the benefits provided by considering refresh
rather than revocation. Although granting illegitimate access is considered as a
greater risk in many systems, availability is also important in which a legitimate
user should not be denied access.

Example 1. Authorization policy in a coding company grants read access to a
project’s code to managers and test engineers and read/write access to devel-
opers. Alice was a test engineer. But her role has changed to a developer in the
same project. Subsequently she submits a write request to the decision point.
In revocation, checking her cached role credential results in Invalid response
since she is no longer a test engineer. So her request would be denied. In refresh,
however, New-Value response along with a new credential asserting her new role
would be returned and access would be granted, as it should be based on policy.

Claim. If a subject can proceed to utilize a requested access in a revocation
scenario, it can proceed in a refresh scenario as well. But there are scenarios in
refresh-based systems which let the subject proceed, whereas it would be denied
in revocation-based systems.

Proof. If nothing changed about a required credential, revocation and refresh
would return Valid/Still-Good respectively. So, the first part of the claim fol-
lows. For the second part, it is possible that a required credential has changed
with respect to start/end time or the value. So AA response in revocation sce-
nario will be Invalid which prohibits subject’s access. However with refresh the
response would be New-Value, so access would be granted (see Figure 2).

3.2 System Assumptions

Without loss of generality, we suppose that the policy is stated in Disjunctive
Normal Form (DNF), which is the disjunction of different conjuncts. The decision
point tries to find the first conjunct which satisfies the desired level of consistency.
This conjunct is called the View of the decision point at any specific time t with
respect to the policy P which we denote as V P,t

DP . We assume the decision point
can instantaneously check the policy and identify the view.

Definition 1. At any time t, we call the set of subject’s attributes included in
V P,t
DP as the relevant credentials.



We make following assumptions in this paper.

1. Attributes do not change as the result of attribute credentials usage, that is
we assume attributes to be immutable in sense of [19].

2. We will not utilize any expired credential. If any required credential is beyond
its end time, decision point polls AA to get a new credential for the attribute.

3. We do not refresh any credential after it has been found to be Invalid.
4. There is one instantaneous decision time (td) and one instantaneous request

time (treq).
5. V

P,td
DP is the only view of our interest as described above.

6. If refresh returns a New-Value result, its start time cannot be prior to its
previous start time, i.e., tistart,k ≥ tistart,k−1.

7. AA will not return a credential along with New-Value which has not been
started yet, so, tiref,k ≥ tistart,k.

4 Consistency Levels Formal Characterization

4.1 Preliminaries

Satisfactory Values We define an attribute to be satisfactory if and only
if its value fulfills the policy conditions. For instance if the policy requires the
security level to be at least 3, any security level credential with the value greater
than or equal to 3 is considered as satisfactory. Obviously the same credential
may not be satisfactory with respect to another policy. We formally define
satisfactory with respect to a policy P at the specific time t as follows.

Definition 2. The view at time t has the structure V P,t
DP =

∧
1≤i≤n F (i) in which

F (i) is an atomic expression specifying required conditions for ci’s value. We
define Sat as follows to determine satisfactory requirements for ci’s value.

SatP,t
ci = True ⇐⇒ F (valikmax(t)) = True (2)

Freshness We rely on the freshness concept in refresh scenario, compared to
validity in revocation scenario. We formally define freshness via Fresh function as
follows. When Fresh is used in a boolean expression, we understand Fresh(ci, t) to
be False when its value is Unknown.

Fresh : C × T → {True,False,Unknown}

Fresh(ci, t) =



True ⇐⇒ (tistart,k ≤ t ≤ tiref,k)

∧ (Refresh(ci, t
i
ref,k) 6= Invalid)

Unknown ⇐⇒ (tiref,k < t < tiend,k) ∨ (t ≥ tiref,kmax(t))

False ⇐⇒ [(t ≥ tiref,k) ∧ (Refresh(ci, t
i
ref,k = Invalid))]

∨[t ≥ tiend,kmax(t)])

(3)

Following example is used throughout the paper.



Fig. 3. Interval Consistency

Example 2. In a company, project managers and testing engineers with the secu-
rity level of at least 5 can access project’s documents. The policy in DNF form is
P = [(role ∈ {manager , engineer}) ∧ (security-level ≥ 5)]. Bob is a project manager
since January 1st to January 25th based on a refresh at January 15th. A refresh
at January 21st shows his role has changed to testing engineer as of January
20th through March 20th. A refresh at January 15th shows his security level is
6 as of January 10th to March 20th. Another refresh at January 28th reveals
security level has been downgraded to 4 since January 26th through March 20th.

We now introduce three levels of consistency taking both old and new values
of relevant credentials into account. We provide specifications and consequent
properties guaranteed by each level in the rest of this section.

4.2 Interval Consistency

At this level, it is required to find overlap of freshness intervals (simultaneous
freshness) of relevant credentials before the decision time. In Example 2, suppose
Bob requests access to project documents on Jan 18th. Based on refresh results
at Jan 15th, decision point finds simultaneous freshness of relevant credentials
during Jan 10th-Jan 15th with satisfactory values. So the access will be granted.
The stipulated overlap could be found for most recent refresh results of relevant
credentials (Figure 3-(a)) or by considering both old and new refresh results
(Figure 3-(b)). In these and subsequent figures if any refresh shown on the first
line, it returns Still-Good while any other refresh returns New-Value. Moreover,
in all cases the values of the three credentials are satisfactory. In Figure 3-(a)
the overlap is for the most recent refreshed values, whereas in Figure 3-(b) the
overlap is for a mix of the refreshed values, one new and two older.

Specification. Every credential has been refreshed at least once before the
decision time and found to be fresh. Most recent values of all relevant credentials
are satisfactory with respect to the policy. Any overlap of freshness intervals for
the freshest/cached credentials is acceptable so long as the values are satisfactory.



Interval(V
P,td
DP ) ⇐⇒ (∃t ≤ td)(∀ci ∈ V

P,td
DP )

[ max
∀cj∈V

P,td
DP

tjstart,kmax(t) ≤ tiref,kmax(t) < min
∀ci∈V

P,td
DP

tiend,kmax(t)

∧ Fresh(ci, t
i
ref,kmax(t)) ∧ Fresh(ci, t

i
ref,kmax(td)

) ∧ SatP,t
ci ∧ SatP,td

ci

∧ max
∀ci∈V

P,td
DP

tistart,kmax(td)
< td < min

∀ci∈V
P,td
DP

tiend,kmax(td)
]

(4)

Property 1. There is a time interval during which all relevant credentials were
simultaneously fresh with satisfactory values with respect to the policy.

Proof. Based on Equation (4), there exists a time (t) prior to the decision time
at which the latest refresh of every relevant credential happens after all have
been started and before any of them ends. This implies all credentials are simul-
taneously fresh during [max

∀ci∈V
P,td
DP

tistart,kmax(t),min
∀ci∈V

P,td
DP

tiref,kmax(t)].

Corollary 1. if t = td, latest values of relevant attributes have freshness overlap.

Comparing with Revocation-Based Scenario Based on the Claim in Sec-
tion 3.1, revocation and refresh are the same in case of Valid and Still-Good

responses from AA. But if the result is New-Value, the corresponding revocation
result would be Invalid which denies the access. In Example 2, if Bob requests
access to the project’s documents on Jan 25th and decision point rechecks the
credentials, although Bob’s role has changed, he would get the access in the
refresh scenario whereas he would be denied in revocation scenario.

4.3 Interval Consistency with Request Time

In first level, the decision point relies on what avails of previous refresh results
for relevant credentials and access would be denied in case of any unrefreshed
credential. By considering the request time we could compensate for missing
refreshes. In Example 2, if Bob requests for accessing project’s documents on
January 14th, the access would be denied at first level since there is no refresh
result available for required credentials. At second level, the decision point re-
freshes the credentials after the request time and then checks the consistency
requirements. Figure 4 shows similar example where the top credential is re-
freshed after request time.

Specification. Decision point refreshes any credential with missing refresh re-
sults after the request time. Afterwards, relevant credentials should satisfy the
interval consistency (previous level) requirements.

IntervalWithReq(V
P,td
DP ) ⇐⇒ (∀ci ∈ V

P,td
DP ) [tiref,kmax(treq) 6= ⊥

∨ (∃tr treq < tr < td) Refresh(ci, tr)] ∧ Interval(V
P,td
DP )

(5)

Proposition 1. We assume the set of relevant credentials would not change
during the short gap between request time and decision time, so, V

P,treq
DP = V

P,td
DP .

In other words the policy will not frequently change in the system.



Fig. 4. Interval Consistency with Request Time

Property 1. There is a time interval during which all relevant credentials are si-
multaneously fresh. Possible lack of refresh would not unnecessarily deny access.

Proof. Use of the same requirement of Interval(V P,td
DP ) guarantees the same prop-

erty of freshness overlap of relevant credentials. Any missing refresh results would
be compensated after request time. It is possible that the gap between the re-
quest time and decision time does not last enough to compensate all the lacking
information, but we consider it as an administrative setting which is out of scope
for this paper to quantify.

Property 2. Every interval consistent view with request time satisfies the interval
consistency requirements as well.

Proof. The proof is trivial since this level is defined based on interval level.

Property 3. An interval consistent view may deny access allowed by interval
consistent with request time.

Proof. Since we do not consider request time in first level, there is no opportunity
to compensate possible missing refreshes which could enable access.

Comparing with Revocation-Based Scenario Considering the formal spec-
ification in Equation (5), which is based on first level, the comparison is trivial.
If refresh is substituted with revocation, system’s availability would decrease as
discussed in Section 3.1. The same situation may happen with regard to Exam-
ple 2 as discussed in Section 4.2.

4.4 Forward-looking Consistency

This level provides simultaneous freshness of all relevant credentials after the re-
quest time, considering both new and old credentials. Overlapping interval could



Fig. 5. Forward Looking consistency

either include the request time (Figure 5-(a)) or not (Figure 5-(b)). In Exam-
ple 2, if Bob requests access to project’s documents on Feb 1st his credentials
would be refreshed afterwards revealing changes in role and security level leading
to deny. However in previous levels an unauthorized access may be granted.

Specification. Any relevant credential has to be refreshed at least once after
the request time. All relevant credentials have to to be found simultaneously
fresh at or after the request time.

ForwardLooking(V
P,td
DP ) ⇐⇒ (∃t treq < t ≤ td)(∀ci ∈ V

P,td
DP )[(treq < tiref,kmax(t))

∧ ( max
∀ci∈V

P,td
DP

tistart,kmax(t) ≤ tiref,kmax(t) < min
∀ci∈V

P,td
DP

tiend,kmax(t))

∧ Fresh(ci, t
i
ref,kmax(t)) ∧ Fresh(ci, t

i
ref,kmax(td)

) ∧ SatP,t
ci ∧ SatP,td

ci

∧ max
∀ci∈V

P,td
DP

tistart,kmax(td)
< td < min

∀ci∈V
P,td
DP

tiend,kmax(td)
]

(6)

Property 1. There is a time interval during which all relevant credentials are
simultaneously fresh after the request time.

Proof. Based on Equation (6), all relevant credentials are simultaneously fresh
during [max

∀ci∈V
P,td
DP

tistart,kmax(t),min
∀ci∈V

P,td
DP

tiref,kmax(t))]. Part of this interval is

located after the request time since refresh has been done after it.

Property 2. Every forward-looking consistent view is interval consistent with
request time as well.

Proof. Comparing Equation (5) and (6) shows forward-looking consistency is a
restricted version of its preceding level, so the proof is trivial.

Property 3. Not every interval consistent with request time view is necessarily
forward-looking as well.



Proof. At second level of consistency, only some credentials need to be refreshed
after request time to compensate for lacking information. Whereas in forward-
looking consistency, all have to be refreshed after the request time.

Comparing with Revocation-Based Scenario Changing credentials in re-
vocation scenario leads to hinder the access, whereas in refresh scenario, the
New-Value in case of any changes would let the subject proceed. In Example 2,
Bob’s request to access project’s documents at Jan 20th would be denied in a
revocation-based scenario, however in refresh scenario access would be granted.

5 Limitations and Practical Issues

We presented three levels of consistency, where each higher level provides en-
hanced availability and safety at the cost of refreshing more frequently. We
compared qualitative benefits of each level. Quantifying cost-benefit is highly
implementation and application specific, and is beyond the scope of this paper.
Furthermore, there are issues related to manage the risks inherent to applying
ABAC in a distributed environment, since ABAC introduces new challenges in
selecting appropriate trust models [9]. Finally, the formal correctness and appro-
priateness of the proposed criteria notwithstanding, the underlying information
could be vulnerable to attack. The attack models would depend on the particular
protocols and data structures used to implement credential transfer and refresh.
As such they are out of scope for an abstract framework.

6 Conclusion

We formally characterize the safety and availability problem in multi-authority
distributed ABAC systems. Our major contribution is to utilize the concept of
refresh, which provides new attribute values rather than simply invalidating old
ones. We propose three consistency levels which are totally ordered in strictness.
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